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Introduction
This article, the fifth in a series about design patterns, introduces the State design pattern, one of the 23 design patterns
defined in the legendary 1995 book Design Patterns – Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software. The authors of
this book, Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides, are known affectionately as the Gang of
Four (GoF).

Design Patterns
The GoF book defines 23 design patterns. The patterns fall into three categories:




A creational pattern abstracts the instantiation process.
A structural pattern groups objects into larger structures.
A behavioral pattern defines better communication among objects.

The State design pattern fits into the behavioral category.

The State Pattern
According to the GoF book, the State design pattern:
“Allows an object to alter its behavior when its internal state changes. The object will appear to change its class.”
A change in object behavior can be accomplished by encapsulating states into separate classes. That explains the first
part of the definition. In the second part of the definition, an object can be made to appear to change its class by
referencing the state objects as necessary. This can be accomplished through the use of composition, and as always, we
will demonstrate this through an example.
Motivation
A finite state machine (FSM) is commonly used for modeling things like a vending machine. To demonstrate the
motivation for using the State design pattern, we adapted a subway turnstile application that Robert Martin
(affectionately known as “Uncle Bob”) used in his June 1998 article, UML:Tutorial: Finite State Machines, published
in C++ Report. Our version of a very simple subway turnstile application will be implemented in Java and presented
here.
So let’s first start with a state transition diagram.
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Figure 1: The state transition diagram for the turnstile application
For those of you that may not have studied state transition diagrams for awhile, let’s walk through this diagram as a
quick refresher. The circles represent the states of the turnstile. The turnstile has LOCKED and UNLOCKED states. The
LOCKED state is the initial state since it is denoted with the inner circle. Please note that there are other ways of
denoting the initial state. The arrows represent transitions from one state to another. Each transition is labeled with an
event that will trigger a corresponding action. For example, in the transition from LOCKED to UNLOCKED,
InsertToken is an event and its corresponding action is Unlock. Implementing such a FSM has traditionally been
accomplished using a set of conditionals or using switch/case statements. Let’s see what this looks like in code
using switch/case statements as shown in Listing 1.
public class TurnstileApp
{
private State state;
private enum State
{
LOCKED,
UNLOCKED
}
private enum Event
{
InsertToken,
PassThru
}
public TurnstileApp()
{
// set initial state of turnstile
state = State.LOCKED;
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
TurnstileApp turnstile = new TurnstileApp();
// first person inserts a token and passes through the turnstile
System.out.println(turnstile);
turnstile.transition(Event.InsertToken);
turnstile.transition(Event.PassThru);
// second person attempts to pass through turnstile without inserting a token
System.out.println(turnstile);
turnstile.transition(Event.PassThru);
turnstile.transition(Event.InsertToken);
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turnstile.transition(Event.PassThru);
// third person attempts to pass through turnstile without initially inserting a
token.
System.out.println(turnstile);
turnstile.transition(Event.InsertToken);
turnstile.transition(Event.InsertToken);
turnstile.transition(Event.PassThru);
}

state

state

state

state

public void transition(Event event)
{
switch(state)
{
case LOCKED:
switch(event)
{
case InsertToken:
System.out.println("InsertToken: Accepting token
+ " state...");
unlock();
break;
case PassThru:
System.out.println("PassThru: Passing through in
+ " state...");
alarm();
break;
}
break;
case UNLOCKED:
switch(event)
{
case InsertToken:
System.out.println("InsertToken: Accepting token
+ " state...");
refund();
break;
case PassThru:
System.out.println("PassThru: Passing through in
+ " state...");
lock();
break;
}
break;
}
}

in the " +

the " +
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public void lock()
{
System.out.println("Locking the turnstile...");
state = State.LOCKED;
System.out.println(state);
}
public void unlock()
{
System.out.println("Unlocking the turnstile...");
state = State.UNLOCKED;
System.out.println(state);
}
public void alarm()
{
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System.out.println("Alert! Cannot pass through without inserting a token!!");
}
public void refund()
{
System.out.println("Refunding the token...");
}
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer result = new StringBuffer();
result.append("\n-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application --\n");
result.append(state);
return result.toString();
}
}

Listing 1: A traditional method of implementing the FSM for the subway turnstile application
The states, LOCKED and UNLOCKED, and events, InsertCoin and PassThru, are encapsulated in their respective
enumerations. The methods, lock(), unlock(), refund(), and alarm(), represent the actions triggered by one
of the events. The transition() method handles, well, the transition from one state to the next. Notice that each
state has its own nested switch/case statements. This already seems a bit complicated, but this implementation of
the subway turnstile works well with one major assumption. Say you wanted to expand this application by adding
states. Additional cases to accommodate the additional states must be written, and within these new cases, each will
have their own nested switch/case statements to handle the related events and actions. Hmmm, it appears that the
transition() method will now become even more complicated.. We’re sure that you would agree that this is not
the way to develop the subway turnstile application using an FSM. It is just not resilient to change.
UML Diagram
Figure 1 shows the official UML diagram for the State pattern.

Figure 2: The UML diagram for the State design pattern
The diagram contains four classes:




The Context class represents a process that manages a set of states. In the subway turnstile application, we
will define a class, Turnstile, as the context.
The State interface declares the methods for encapsulating the transition events.
A ConcreteState class implements the State interface for each of the states in an application and takes
care of requests from the Context class.
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Using the State Design Pattern
Figure 2 shows a State UML diagram that's specific to the subway turnstile application:
Turnstile

-state

*

«interface»
State
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Figure 2: The UML diagram for the car ordering application.
The source code for the diagram of Figure 2 is shown in Listings 2 to 5:
public interface State
{
public void insertToken();
public void passThru();
}

Listing 2: The State interface
public class LockedState implements State
{
private final Turnstile turnstile;
public LockedState(Turnstile turnstile)
{
this.turnstile = turnstile;
}
public void insertToken()
{
System.out.println("insertToken(): Accepting token in the " + turnstile.getState() +
" state...");
turnstile.unlock();
}
public void passThru()
{
System.out.println("passThru(): Passing through in the " + turnstile.getState() + "
state....");
turnstile.alarm();
}
public String toString()
{
return "LOCKED";
}
}

Listing 3. The LockedState (ConcreteState) class
public class UnlockedState implements State
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{
private final Turnstile turnstile;
public UnlockedState(Turnstile turnstile)
{
this.turnstile = turnstile;
}
public void insertToken()
{
System.out.println("insertToken(): Accepting token in the " + turnstile.getState() +
" state...");
turnstile.refund();
}
public void passThru()
{
System.out.println("passThru(): Passing through in the " + turnstile.getState() + "
state...");
turnstile.lock();
}
public String toString()
{
return "UNLOCKED";
}
}

Listing 4. The UnlockedState (ConcreteState) class
public class Turnstile
{
private State state;
private final State lockedState;
private final State unlockedState;
public Turnstile()
{
lockedState = new LockedState(this);
unlockedState = new UnlockedState(this);
// set initial state of turnstile
state = lockedState;
}
public State getState()
{
return state;
}
public void setState(State state)
{
this.state = state;
}
public void insertToken()
{
state.insertToken();
}
public void passThru()
{
state.passThru();
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}
public void lock()
{
System.out.println("Locking the turnstile...");
setState(lockedState);
System.out.println(getState());
}
public void unlock()
{
System.out.println("Unlocking the turnstile...");
setState(unlockedState);
System.out.println(getState());
}
public void alarm()
{
System.out.println("Alert! Cannot pass through without inserting a token!!");
}
public void refund()
{
System.out.println("Refunding the token...");
}
public String toString()
{
StringBuffer result = new StringBuffer();
result.append("\n-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application --\n");
result.append(getState());
return result.toString();
}
}

Listing 5. The Turnstile (Context) class
The State interface in Listing 2 has been established to declare the methods for transition events. These methods,
insertToken() and passThru(), replace the enumerations InsertToken and PassThru from the FSM
implementation. Each state is now represented by the classes, LockedState and UnlockedState, which
implement the State interface. Notice that these two concrete classes store an instance of Turnstile. This allows
you to call the action-related methods for those states. The Turnstile class, the context in this application, creates
the objects, lockedState and unlockedState, representing each state, and a generic state variable, state,
which will be used as the current state. The action methods, lock(), unlock(), refund(), and alarm(), are
defined along with insertToken() and passThru() methods that are basically a convenience for the current
state to call it’s corresponding event method. As you can see, state changes occur in the actions methods as necessary.
Listing 6 is the client application:
public class TurnstileApp
{
private TurnstileApp()
{
// using default private constructor in lieu of creating a Singleton object
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
Turnstile turnstile = new Turnstile();
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// first person inserts a token and passes through the turnstile
System.out.println(turnstile);
turnstile.insertToken();
turnstile.passThru();
// second person attempts to pass through turnstile without inserting a token
System.out.println(turnstile);
turnstile.passThru();
turnstile.insertToken();
turnstile.passThru();
// third person attempts to pass through turnstile without initially inserting a
token.
System.out.println(turnstile);
turnstile.insertToken();
turnstile.insertToken();
turnstile.passThru();
}
}

Listing 6: The TurnstileApp class – our client application
The client application starts by creating an instance of the Turnstile class. And as you already know, Turnstile
creates the objects for each state. The initial state of the turnstile is LOCKED.
In the first scenario, a person approaches the turnstile and inserts his/her token into the turnstile. The statement,
turnstile.insertToken();

captures this event by calling the insertToken() method defined in the Turnstile class:
public void insertToken()
{
state.insertToken();
}

Since the current state is LOCKED, the state variable, currently assigned to the lockedState variable, calls the
insertToken() method that is defined in the LockedState class.
public void insertToken()
{
System.out.println("insertToken(): Accepting token in the " + turnstile.getState() + "
state...");
turnstile.unlock();
}

Here is where things change. The unlock() method to execute the Unlock action (as shown in the state transition
diagram) is called to unlock the turnstile.
public void unlock()
{
System.out.println("Unlocking the turnstile...");
setState(unlockedState);
System.out.println(getState());
}
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The setState() method passes in the object, unlockedState, and assigns it to the variable, state, as the
current state. As control returns to the client application, the turnstile is now unlocked. The next event,
turnstile.passThru();

is called, and is defined as
public void passThru()
{
state.passThru();
}

This time, the passThru() method is called from within the UnlockedState class. Since the turnstile is
UNLOCKED state, all is well. The person passes through the turnstile without incident, and the turnstile then returns to
the LOCKED state.
In one of the other scenarios defined in the client application, a person attempts to pass through the turnstile in the
locked position without inserting a token. In this case, the passThru() method defined in the LockedState class
sends and alert and remains in the locked position. So the application basically delegates which event-related method is
called based on the current state. That is, the statement,
state.passThru();

when state = lockedState is different from when state = unlockedState.
Figure 3 shows the output of the subway turnstile application.
-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application -LOCKED
insertToken(): Accepting token in the LOCKED state...
Unlocking the turnstile...
UNLOCKED
passThru(): Passing through in the UNLOCKED state...
Locking the turnstile...
LOCKED
-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application -LOCKED
passThru(): Passing through in the LOCKED state....
Alert! Cannot pass through without inserting a token!!
insertToken(): Accepting token in the LOCKED state...
Unlocking the turnstile...
UNLOCKED
passThru(): Passing through in the UNLOCKED state...
Locking the turnstile...
LOCKED
-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application -LOCKED
insertToken(): Accepting token in the LOCKED state...
Unlocking the turnstile...
UNLOCKED
insertToken(): Accepting token in the UNLOCKED state...
Refunding the token...
passThru(): Passing through in the UNLOCKED state...
Locking the turnstile...
LOCKED
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Figure 3: The output of the subway turnstile application

What Happens When You Add States to the Application?
Let’s say you want to a new state, say an ALARM state, to the subway turnstile application. Hmmm, that sounds like
change. No problem! Design principles are here to guide you! The state transition diagram needs to be changed first.
Let’s take a look at Figure 4:
InsertToken / Unlock

InsertToken / Refund
LOCKED

UNLOCKED

PassThru / Alarm
PassThru / Lock
PassThru / Lock

ALARM

InsertToken / Unlock

Figure 4: The revised state transition diagram for the subway turnstile application
In this new diagram, when someone attempts to pass through the turnstile in the LOCKED state, the turnstile now
transitions to the ALARM state, and you can assume that the turnstile is still locked. If the person then inserts a token,
the turnstile unlocks, and proceeds to the UNLOCKED state. However, if the person still insists on pushing on the
turnstile bar to pass through without inserting a token, the turnstile goes back into LOCKED state.
OK, so now that there’s a new state transition diagram to use as a model, let’s add an AlarmState class to the
application:
public class AlarmState implements State
{
private final Turnstile turnstile;
public AlarmState(Turnstile turnstile)
{
this.turnstile = turnstile;
}
public void insertToken()
{
System.out.println("insertToken(): Accepting token in the " + turnstile.getState() +
" state...");
turnstile.unlock();
}
public void passThru()
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{
System.out.println("passThru(): Passing through in the " + turnstile.getState() + "
state...");
turnstile.lock();
}
public String toString()
{
return "ALARM";
}
}

Listing 7. The AlarmState (ConcreteState) class
Since the Turnstile class is the context of the application, this is the only place to make the necessary changes. An
instance variable, alarmState, representing the ALARM state is added first:
private
private
private
private

State
final
final
final

state;
State lockedState;
State unlockedState;
State alarmState; // new instance variable added

Next, the alarmState object is created in the constructor along with the original states:
public Turnstile()
{
lockedState = new LockedState(this);
unlockedState = new UnlockedState(this);
alarmState = new AlarmState(this); // create the alarmState object
// set initial state of turnstile
state = lockedState;
}

Finally, the alarm() method, which originally didn’t specify a change of state, now does so to get to the ALARM state:
public void alarm()
{
System.out.println("Alert! Cannot pass through without inserting a token!!");
setState(alarmState); // set the state to ALARM state
System.out.println(getState()); // send the state status to the console
}

That’s it! If you run the client application again, you will get the slightly different output as shown in Figure 5:
-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application -LOCKED
insertToken(): Accepting token in the LOCKED state...
Unlocking the turnstile...
UNLOCKED
passThru(): Passing through in the UNLOCKED state...
Locking the turnstile...
LOCKED
-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application -LOCKED
passThru(): Passing through in the LOCKED state....
Alert! Cannot pass through without inserting a token!!
ALARM
insertToken(): Accepting token in the ALARM state...
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Unlocking the turnstile...
UNLOCKED
passThru(): Passing through in the UNLOCKED state...
Locking the turnstile...
LOCKED
-- Welcome to the Turnstile Application -LOCKED
insertToken(): Accepting token in the LOCKED state...
Unlocking the turnstile...
UNLOCKED
insertToken(): Accepting token in the UNLOCKED state...
Refunding the token...
passThru(): Passing through in the UNLOCKED state...
Locking the turnstile...
LOCKED

Figure 5: The output of the revised subway turnstile application

What Your Java Object’s State of Mind?
As you can see, the State design pattern is an excellent way to implement FSM-type applications. If you take some time
to compile and run the original version of the application, i.e., the one using all of those pesky switch/case
statements, you will notice that the output looks exactly the same (well, it did until we added the ALARM state). This
was done intentionally, of course, but we wanted to make the point that despite having evolved the application from
using complicated switch/case statements to using the State design pattern, the subway turnstile application
functions exactly the same. The behavior of each state has been localized into its own class, and we’ve closed each
state for modification, but we were able to allow the subway turnstile application to be open for extension when the
ALARM state was added. For those of you that have followed along our series of design patterns, you probably already
know recognize this as the Open-Closed Principle that we’ve demonstrated in previous articles.
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